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Outline

1. Why is research a job like any other?

2. Why is it so different?

3. Looking ahead

4. Having ambition

5. Communities

6. Evaluation issues

7. Other assets
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1 Research is a 
« normal » job 
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Why is research like any other 
job?

� Because it is a job (you do it for a living)

� Because if you intend to do it for 40 years, 
there should be path through those years
� Do we do the same at 25 as at 55?

� How do we build over the years?

� Because we can build upon other people’s 
experiences
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History …

� That was not always the case: 19th century 
researchers were amateurs who paid to do 
research

� There is still a trend to believe or let 
believe that research is to be treated in an 
amateur fashion

� A typical French academic (like me) feels 
it’s normal not to have time to do research: 
does that sound professional?
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2 Research is a 
« different » job 
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Why is it different?

� Because it is in continuity with previous 
activity (studying) and nevertheless 
completely different
� The same people but with different interests

� Many conflicts of interest
� You have a career to build
� Professor has a team to run

� There is hardly no one whose job is to help 
you
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Example 1

� Should a PhD student teach during his 
doctorate?
� Position of advisor: no because it takes time 
off his research

� Position of teaching department: yes because 
they need the person

� Position of the PhD student: OK, I’ll go for 
some easy classes
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Example 2

� Should someone do his Postdoc in the 
institution in which he did his PhD?
� Position of institution: yes because now this 
person is well trained and knows the topic (and 
can be productive)

� Position of friends: stay, it’s fun

� Position of candidate: seems safe to stay
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3 Looking ahead and 
having a goal 
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Thou shall look ahead

� Complexity of a research career
� Unwritten rules
� Many immediate pay-offs

� Going for the immediate pay-offs is not 
the right approach

� (AI inspired) you need an objective 
function
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The objective function

� Why should we worry about these things?

� What is our ultimate goal?

� Why is it important to have such a 
function?
� Research is not like football or singing: the 
pay-off is very far away

� Just going for very short term gains is not a 
good idea
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Some possible objective 
functions (1)

� Getting a position
� Getting my next promotion
� Getting my diploma
� Getting more money

� Not long term concerns, just short term
� They should be regarded as intermediate 
rewards, not as goals achieved
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Some possible objective 
functions (2)

� Building a better world?

� If you say so

� There is actually room for ethical issues 
concerning the research you do
� Proving impossibility results

� Publishing freely
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Some possible objective 
functions (3)

� Earning more and more money?

� You don’t usually do this for money. There 
are easier ways

� By the way, the situation isn’t that bad…
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Some possible objective 
functions (4)

� To be happy?

� That is (supposed to be) everyone’s goal, 
but then everyone is happy for different 
reasons

� And at different moments of one’s 
life/career these reasons will change
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Some possible objective 
functions (5)

� To have an easy comfortable life: earn a 
decent living, not have to do many hours, 
have  lot of holidays, no responsabilities, 
no stress, not have to move to another 
city, be sure to keep your job all your life…

� That was the case in research 10 years 
ago

� You have come too late
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Some possible objective 
functions (6)

� To be an important person?

� Easier tracks exist: take the right 
responsabilities, go to meetings, join a 
political party,…
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To be “big ” in research

� Why should this be an interesting goal?

� Meet interesting people

� Discuss interesting questions

� Have the feeling that you are a step ahead

� Also ambition, egocentrism, power, money, 
free travel, …
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Can this be a dream or a goal?

� It is quite normal to believe that those 
guys at the top are so much more brilliant 
than you are

� But it doesn’t pay off

� What does is to be ambitious
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And now?
(an example of looking ahead)

� What happens after the PhD? What do 
jobs depend of?

� You will need :
� To show that you can teach
� To show that you can be a good colleague
� To be part of a community

� Question: why would anyone want to 
recruit you?
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Typical recruitment issues

� Is this person a great scientist?

� Will this person be able to help with the 
teaching?

� Will s-he be able to add collaborations?

� Will s-he be able to get funding

� Will this person be a good colleague?
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Recruited to do what?
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4 Ambition 
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Thou shall be ambitious

� One advantage with an ambitious person is 
that we know why she works

� Ambition can be to relate with excellence

� Ambition can be shared: individual 
ambition/team ambition
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Football analogy

� Ambition isn’t about playing like Messi

� It’s about playing with Messi
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Why?

� Some of the actions we take today have a 
very long term pay-off

� If we don’t consider our career in 10 years 
time, there are things we will “leave for 
later”

� Always
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5 Being part of a 
community 
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Thou shall be part of a 
community

� Each field is organised in its specific way 

� Being part of a community means
� knowing what happens

� getting advice

� reading papers

� participating
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Some questions

� Why?
� Get hold of information

� Find mentors

� Get collaborators

� When?
� As soon as possible (either during the PhD or 
immediately after)

� How?
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Help

� There is always need for help

� Webpages

� Conference organisation
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6 Understanding the 
evaluation process
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About bibliometry

� Why do we need it?
� Because of evaluation issues

� Because there are too many journals and 
conferences

� 5518 (802/4468) in computer science for 
2008, see Arnetminer

http://arnetminer.org/ranking/conference
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DBLP

� 500 K authors

� 850K articles

� 570 journals

� 3640 conferences
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Impact factor

� Computes the average number of citations 
a paper in a journal gets

� Problems: this is done by a private 
organisation

� There is a choice of journals
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H-index (or  h -number)
(Hirsch 2005)

� Counts the number n (max) such that the 
author has at least n papers cited at least 
n times

� Advantage: goal is to be read

� Disadvantage: the h-number of Evariste
Galois is 2

� Other problems: scholar google is 
unreliable
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Publish or perish

� A small application allowing to compute 
magical numbers using google scholar

http://www.harzing.com/
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Impact Factor (Garfield, 1972)

� Thomson Foundation Web of Science

� http://scientific.thomson.com
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How it is computed

� Impact factor 2010 of a journal:
� A = number of citations in 2010 to articles (we 
want to measur) published in 2008-2009.

� B = number of "citable items" (articles, 
reviews, proceedings or notes) published in 
2008-2009.

� 2010 impact factor = A/B
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Bias

� English language, Americal journals

� Window too short for certain fields

� Metric of popularity, not of prestige (no 
difference between the references)

� 89% of total of Nature 2004 by 25% of articles

� Difference between impact factor of a journal 
and an article
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Citeseer (1997)

� NEC (Lawrence,Giles & Bollacker)

� 800,000 documents

� Today Penn State University

� Was important to understand that the web 
was important to be cited

� Basic alorithm is still a key reference
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CORE 

� Version 2007

� Expert committee
(australian)

� http://www.core.edu.au/

� Note: unclear that the
Australians are happy
about it!
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Scopus (Elsevier)

� Private

� Scopus covers 29 million abstracts of over 
15,000 peer-reviewed titles from more 
than 4,000 publishers, 265 million 
references and 265 million quality web 
pages 
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About lists

� Australian researchers have built lists

� Question:
� Why are there not other lists?

� Can there be objective, well accepted lists?
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Remark 

� If being cited is important, this means 
that we (researchers) have to make sure 
our papers are very visible and accessible

� Have a webpage

� Use repositories

� Select journals and conferences where you 
will not have copyright issues that will 
hinder the visibility of your work
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About evaluation

a. We don’t like it but it has to be done

b. Very tempting to have magical numbers

b. Impossible to do it correctly

c. Essential for a candidate to know how to 
write

d. General rule: one evaluates the application, 
not the candidate
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7 Some other assets 
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What does it take?

1. Intelligence and hard work.

2. A good subject, a good team, good 
influential people to push, collaborators 
who want to work with you, funding, 
contacts, …

These talks are about the second point. But
without the first, the second is pointless.
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A good topic

� Related questions:
� How do I decide a problem is worth looking at?

� How do I make sure people in my community 
read my work?

� How do I make a name of myself in this 
community?
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A good team

� 2 issues here:
� Getting a good team to hire you

� Making your team a good team

� In both cases the quality of your network 
is going to play a key part
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Good influential people to 
push

� It does matter;

� You will pay a penalty if you ignore this;

� Essential to understand that being a good 
researcher is not enough.

� Don’t wait until you need this type of help 
to look for it!
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Collaborators who want to work 
with you

� Question is not “why would I want to work 
with him?” but “why would he want to work 
with me?”

� Because it’s interesting to work with me. 
So let’s make it interesting!
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Funding

� Funding goes to those that have shown 
that they could produce something out of 
this funding

� Reputation is more important than the 
ideas

� If in doubt read “advices to reviewers”
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Thou shall not forget that the 
different advices are no good 
without good work

� You don’t become a successful researcher 
by speaking good English, networking,…

� But you don’t either by ignoring these 
questions!
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Conclusion

� Research should be treated professionally:
� Good understanding of the system

� Keep your eyes open

� Think long term


